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American medicine progressed from primitive to modern-1775 to1865

European “folk” medicine- Home medicine. Doctors and mothers worked together. Lasted until 1860’s.

Revolutionary War- Medically backwards. No trained surgeons. Infections killed 9 out of 10 soldiers.

Frontier medical schools- Nearly every state had a college, a medical school and a hospital. 

Civil War- Modern hospitals and surgery, rail transportation, telegraph. Battles horrific. POW’s tragic.



surgery was simple

surgical procedures: drain abscesses, extract teeth 

open leg fractures (exposed bone) amputated--60% mortality.

operations were performed on a dinner table. 

no cleanliness- no hand washing, soap, antiseptics.

wounds treated with boiling oil.

cocaine for depression, or “feel bad” 

laudanum for pain relief 

quinine for malaria 

alcohol for anxiety

addicted to alcohol switch to cocaine 

(or vice versa)

limited medicines 



Longevity in 1775 Colonial America

”Fever” was the most common cause of death.
Fevers didn’t have names.

No one died from heart, stoke and caner

Men- 39 years 
Women 34 years
Children    only 50%  survived first five years

Childbirth was a major killer of mothers:
Childbed fever          blood crusted hands
Bleeding fatal
Breech delivery          mother and baby died



Doctors didn’t treat: 
broken bones,
lacerations 
burns 
or anything on the face, hands, feet

sick or depressed- cocaine

pain- laudanum

burns- lard 

lacerations- push skin together with a wet buckskin wrap

fractures- form-fitting “cast” from layers of wet buckskin

Doctors made their  living from 
apothecary and farming. 

Made the first house calls.

Mothers felt as capable as the doctor.
Read home medicine books.

Home medicine



Every family had home medicine books

Domestic Medicine
William Buchard, 1769

Poor Man’s  Friend
John Gum, 1820

Every Man His Own Doctor
John Tennent, 1730

Primitive Physic
John Wesley, 1747

Planter’s and Mariners Medical Companion
James Ewell, 1807

(see Google Play Books)



Home medical  book topics

Preventing infection
how to quarantine for  “fevers”
how to make lye soap and safe alcohol
proper hand washing and bathing
safe well water

Family:
child rearing and domestic relations 
love, anger, jealousy
alcohol in men

Mother’s medicines:
patent medicines
prescription medicines
cocaine and  laudanum  

Mother’s common home procedures:
hooking abscessed teeth
burns, cuts and sores



Patent medicines- Bought “over the counter” 

Elixirs of alcohol  and sugar
Cocaine or laudanum added 
Chemicals- “strong” medicine had to taste bad
Flavors- sugary taste for kids 
Nickel bag of cocaine- “pick me up”

For men

For women and children

separate medicine boxes  
for personal needs

100 proof alcohol and cocaine pills 

laudanum



In 1775, American medicine was 100 years behind Europe 

America’s four largest cities: 
New York       33,000, 
Philadelphia  28,500, 
Boston- 18,300, 

Charleston- 16,300.

Only 50 doctors (of 3,000 doctors) had medical degrees, 
from Edinburgh or London.

University of Pennsylvania Medical School (1775).

Bellevue (1739)  and Pennsylvania Hospital, (1751)

European cities were hundreds of years older 
and had a university, medical  school  and hospital

Europe’s four largest cities: 
London 950,000, 
Paris 550,000
Naples 430,000
Amsterdam        217,000



American medical training- 1775

No medical boards or state licensing.
Doctors were not presumed to be educated

Apprenticeships- two years with practicing doctors,  generally good. Almost no  surgery.

Self-educated “doctors” on the frontier.   Read medical books.  Depended on common sense.

“Traveling doctors”: Unknown education. Good talkers. If they had bad results, they kept on moving West.



Comments and questions

Up next:  

Ben Franklin and America’s first scientific medical schools--1775 to 1779 



Ben Franklin brought European  medical school teaching methods 
and medical books to  America

William Penn’s closest advisor:

Philadelphia -library, fire department, post office

University of Pennsylvania-1740

Pennsylvania Hospital- 1751

Work 
chemist
printer

publisher
writer
humorist

scientist
experimentalist
inventor
diplomat

University of Penn. Med. School- 1775
premedical college studies 
scientific method
anatomy, pathology, chemistry



Ben Franklin inventor and writer

Known for: 
Franklin stove, bifocals, lightening rod
lightening and electricity 

Wrote about: 
his experiments,  
lead is toxic, 

alcohol can be addictive, 
obesity kills, 

exercise is necessary for good health, 
saving money is important for the “bad times”, 

and beer is proof.



Founding physicians of Univ. Penn. Medical School

Recruited by Ben Franklin.
Patriots in the Revolutionary War. 
Trained in Edinburgh and London, the European tour 

John Morgan                  William Shippen, Jr.                   Philip Syng Physick                         Benjamin Rush 

Internist                                  Surgery, Midwifery                         “Father Modern Surgery “               Psychiatrist            

general surgery 
plastic surgery
orthopedics, 
endoscopic urology



Kings College, 1776 

King George II and wealthy NYC loyalists funded the school and hospital.

Patriots looted and closed 1776. 

Renamed Columbia Physicians and Surgeons, 1784. 

During the War1776-1783, Bellevue (1739)  staffed by Kings College doctors and nurses

America’s most important hospital in the 18th and 19th Centuries

lawyer, physician, surgeon

trained London, Edinburgh
and Europe

Dr. Samuel Bard founded Kings College Medical School and New York Hospital 



Dr. Joseph Warren-
“The First Patriot” 
Major General, 
killed at Bunker Hill, June 1775 

Dr. John Warren, 
founded Harvard Medical School in 1779.

Dr. John Collins Warren,  
Dean Harvard Medical School, 
founded Massachusetts General Hospital, 1811 

Dr. Jonathan Mason Warren, 
first plastic surgeon in New England. 
most important Union hospital in Civil War 1860-1865 

Harvard Medical School, 1779
”America’s first surgical family”



The Rebellious Colonies go to war

Patriots wanted: 
liberty, freedom, independence, 
representation, farmland, work, family.

Loyalists wanted: 
fair taxation by England.
trade with Britain and Europe
land and resources, 
manufacturing and shipping, 

Populations of the participants:
Colonies- 2,600,000  
(up from 300,000 in 1700)

England- 13,000,000

France- 25,000,000, 

Congress had  no money
no trained war surgeons
a wealth of  militiamen 
27 small ships, 3 inch cannon 
almost no lead or  powder



The American Revolution was but one battle front 
in a World War between England and France

France wanted: 
Return of the land lost French and Indian War (1757-1763)

Remove Britain from North America 

Destroy British shipping worldwide.
Alliance with Colonies (1778-1783)

Britain wanted:
Crown rule of the their Colonies  
Save their North American lands 
Save their  largest commercial  market 

Stop France from returning to British America
Destroy the French navy worldwide.

Largest navy and army: 270 ships, 57,000 troops, 

M.D.s trained as war surgeons.

France provided: 90% of war money, supplies, arms, 
63 ships, 12,000 soldiers, 22,000 naval personnel. 
M.D.s trained as war surgeons.



Questions and  comments:

Up next: The Revolutionary War on the ground

MUST READ:
“The Army Medical Department 1775-1818”
By Mary Gillett        Google and paperback



Dr. Benjamin Rush’s newspaper criticisms 
of Revolutionary War medical care

“the Medical Tent is filthy
doctors keep no records 
never see another doctor
kill more soldiers than they save”

“Mates and medics are mostly untrained, unpaid, homeless women.” 

“100 sick soldiers in confiscated houses.”

In every epidemic,  soldiers  desert and take the wagons and horses.”
“The number deaths in an epidemic are matched by the number of deserters.”

Dr. Benjamin Rush



Continental Army doctors

No training in simple injuries:
lacerations, burns, hand and face 

No training in war injuries:
controlling bleeding 
penetrating injuries chest, abdomen
dehydration, smoke inhalation, burns

No training in fractures:
skull fracture or concussion
splinting extremity fractures

Field Surgeons exhausted

sick call
amputations, drain abscesses, pull teeth
train mates and medics
manage ambulances
order supplies
set up Medical Tent for the next battle

choose soldiers to “send home to die” 
penetrating injuries, skull fracture, burns, 
infected wounds

choose “untreatable” soldiers
deforming facial injuries, hand, skin loss, 
blind, deaf or dizzy

2%  of doctors had M.D. degrees 
no war surgery manual.



Standard issue “Field” Instruments

amputation took 5-7 minutes
mates reduced bleeding with tourniquet
100 or more amputations each battle day

Standard issue instruments for Field Surgeons

knives
bone saw
tourniquet
bullet probes 



Modern scabies mites

Infections caused 90% of American deaths
and 84% of the British deaths

Disabling diseases:

nausea, vomiting, diarrhea from food 

foot ulcers from marching

scabies- burrowing mites under  skin

the most common disabling disease

Endemic diseases:

TB, syphilis, gonorrhea

malaria- (North)

yellow fever- (South)

pneumonia in winter

Frequently fatal diseases:

dysentery- colon bacteria

typhoid- polluted  water

typhus- fleas on rats

tetanus- dirty wounds



Militiamen came equipped with rifle, lead, powder, 
flints, knife, water pouch,  
blanket, coat, hat and money. 

issued one uniform, washed in creek. 
no personal hygiene except in a nearby stream.

The Camp was more dangerous than battle
first time exposure to infectious diseases
entire barracks died overnight.
Little Ice Age cold.

endemic bed bugs, fleas, lice and mites. 
nightly skin bites from rodents and weasels.

filthy open privies, garbage dumps, dead horses, 
manure, rotten hay, discarded infected bedding.

Battle of Lexington and Concord

See Google Play Books 
“The Lives of Compatriot Soldiers in the Revolutionary 
War.”



Adjusting to army life
Patriot soldiers considered themselves “free citizens” and “equals to any officer.”

Minor offence- reduced food, no rum
stealing food
neglect hygiene, clothes, hair    
drinking too much before  battles

Major offenses:
insulting an officer”         wear a neck halter
sleeping  on sentry duty public flogging
killing a British officer in camp       hanging

Sunday 6 hours church (“fear God more than British”)

Weekdays- 14 hours digging fortifications, erecting 
palisades, marching, armaments

Serious offenses- work all night
miss Sunday church                     
disobedient
disorderly conduct
desertion 



The cruel  battles 

Injured men  or presumed dead were left on the battlefield, 
until the battle ended.

Most died before evacuation from bleeding: 
shotgun wounds of face- bleeding
bayonet penetration- bleeding
sword, knife- bleeding

burns shock
smoke inhalation                pulmonary

In naval battles, U.S. sailors who had lost the use of one extremity were thrown overboard. 
along with the mangled cannon and ripped sails. These sailors were  called “expendables.”
This allowed the outgunned, but smaller and faster American ships to escape the British Fleet.

No survival on the ground



African-Americans in the Revolutionary War

Continental Army- 5,000-8,000
infantry, gunner-sailors, boat pilots, 
skilled workers, spies

Deaths unknown

After the war:
8,250 to Freetown,  Sierra Leone
500 to London

British Army- 20,000 
spies, foragers for food, cooks
infantry only in Ga., S.C., N.C.

Deaths unknown

After the war:
Freed in North, enslaved in South
1783- Congress- Free Blacks could vote all 13 Colonies



“Brunswick Town, N.C.,                      Beaufort, S.C.,  

British soldiers knew defeat was  inevitable

Killed any Continental soldiers who surrendered.

Tortured and killed prisoners who refused to give them information.

 

250,000 recent Scottish immigrants in the mountains of Va. and N.C.     
Wanted revenge for the 1715 Jacobite Rising and 1745 Rebellion.

Burned barns, houses  and churches.

North and South Carolinians  hated the 
British for their menacing behavior. 

Riflemen hid in the hills, shot down on the  British redcoat columns from above.

Sharpshooters terrorized British troops in camp, sentry duty, retreating. 

Provided supplies, food, alcohol, lead and gunpowder to Continentals. 

Guerilla warfare-- surprise, swarming, shoot from behind trees and rocks.



Collapse of the British Army-
Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina

Cornwallis’ failed “Southern Strategy”

Didn’t provide food, rum and  supplies for the troops

Too few British surgeons to care for troops.

British troops demoralized by the number of deaths and POW’s.

No control of any territory or ports.

Southern loyalists lost faith in the British 

Loyalist farmers refused  to provide food, supplies, shelter, horses 

Couldn’t recruit  loyalist farmers to replace the losses of British soldiers

Lord Charles Cornwallis



Battles lost by the British 

Cowpens 
King’s Mountain
Guilford Courthouse  

Cornwallis called the North Carolina battles:  
“Tactical defeats for the Continentals.”

British Parliamentarian, Charles James Fox , countered:
“Another such victory would ruin the entire British Army.” 

Original  Strength: 6,755
Losses -3,685 (55%)
Final Strength: 3,070 (45%)

British troop losses in S.C. and N.C.:
Killed or wounded: 1,342
Captured or missing 2,343

3,685

The beginning of the end for the Cornwallis army—limping back into Virginia

King George, III refused to provide
any more money for the war.



Questions and comments

Up next: 
Ether anesthesia
Frontier medical schools



First Demonstration of ether in a hospital at MGH in 1846

“open-drop” ether- explosive

Jonathan Collins Warren    Jonathan Mason Warren          William Morton
overdose



Ether anesthesia was terrifying to both doctors and patients

Doctors Patients

“Unnecessary”

“Explosive (lanterns, candles)”

“Stops breathing”

“Can  kill the patient” Newspapers coined new terms:  

”Going under the knife.” 

“Why take the  risk.“

Terrible smell, terrifying to children

Newspapers called ether “poison.”



The problem was solved by Civil War soldiers

Soldiers begged for ether, bragged to their families about it.

Mates and nurses learned to give open drop ether.

M.D.s  were taught the drug chemistry and intermittent administration.

Medical journals: “Ether  anesthesia should be a routine practice.”

Newspapers called it: “a miracle, a godsend.”

Patients demanded ether. 

General anesthesia created the specialty of Anesthesiology.

Done.



Frontier  medical schools - 1799-1879

West of Mississippi River
Saint Louis University- 1836
University of Missouri- 1839
McDowell Medical College -1839 (Washington Univ.)
Saint Louis Medical College-1839 (Washington Univ.)

Mid-South
Transylvania (Kentucky) 1799
University Cincinnati-1819
University Louisville- 1837
Vanderbilt University-1847
University of Tennessee- 1850

South
Medical University South Carolina- 1824
Medical College Georgia- 1828
University Virginia-1828
Tulane- 1834
Prince Edward Med. Institute (MCV) 1837

Medical College of Louisiana 1 845
University of Alabama-1859
University North Carolina- 1879
University of Arkansas-1879



Why the “frontier”  medical schools were important. 

”Legitimate” schools replaced  “medical mills” 

Premedical sciences in college 
anatomy, pathology, chemistry

medicine, surgery, pharmacology, midwifery. 

M.D degree became necessary to practice medicine
Trained surgeons for the coming Civil War.

“Assist the natural healing”
plaster of paris to stabilize fractures
skin grafts for skin loss

“Do no harm”
never leave dirt, cloth, splinters in a wound
never  probe for bullets with dirty hands
never use boiling oil 

“Frontier common sense”



McDowell called to  see Mrs. Jane Todd Crawford for a massively distended abdomen. 

McDowell made the diagnosis of ovarian tumor without seeing the patient.

McDowell immediately left on the 97 mile trip on horseback through the wilderness.

McDowell  was ready for a fight: second pack horse, two muskets, two pistols, extra  powder and lead, 

to ward off  bandits, bears and   packs of wolves and coyotes. 

For the sub-zero weather: a flathead axe for firewood and making buckskin  lean-to shelters, 

Two sets of clothing:  coonskin caps, fur-lined coats, shirts, pants and boots in a weatherproof 

leather bag.

The first abdominal operation in 1807 (ovariotomy)
by Ephraim  McDowell, the only European-trained surgeon in Kentucky.



Mr. and Mrs. Crawford and Dr. McDowell  rode  horseback to Danville. 
The threesome faced another  ice storm in the  mountains.

Mrs. Crawford’s home

In a raging mountain stream, his horse was knocked off his feet by a ten foot floating log.
The horse and rider were upside down in the  water, rapidly floating downstream.

The horse got them both above water, but they had to look for the trail in the dark. 

McDowell’s extra dry clothes saved his life from the winter storm that night.

McDowell informed  Mrs. Crawford  that “no person had ever 
survived an ovarian tumor or an operation on the abdomen.”

McDowell immediately  knew he would need the assistance of James McDowell, his nephew and apprentice.



McDowell’s nephew, and apprentice, James McDowell,
strongly objected to the operation. 

He outlined the frightening options to McDowell:

1) “She can live a few months without any operation.
That may turn out to be the best option.”

2) “If she survives the operation, it will ruin our reputations, 
worldwide. We will be called ‘lucky idiots and fools.’ ”

3)” If she dies, we will be convicted of murder, since no 
surgeon in the world will testify in our defense.”

4) “If we get lynched, none of those other things will matter.”

Mr. Crawford warned  McDowell, that a mob of 100 members 
of  his church, were waiting to lynch him in the event  she died. 

During the procedure, the mob shouted and banged 
on the doors and walls of the house with rifle butts 
and axe handles.

The operation in Danville, Kentucky

When McDowell told the mob that the operation 
was finished,  the mob cheered him enthusiastically
and gathered  more of their friends for a celebration.



McDowell removed  a 22.5 lb. ovarian cancer, no anesthesia, in 25 minutes. 
McDowell was known to be  a “scrupulously clean and neat surgeon.”  
He must have scrubbed with iodine or strong lye soap.

Why did no other surgeon attempt a laparotomy or ovariotomy? 
If even one patient died, the surgeon would be ruined.

If the operation were successful, the publicity would attract more cases for him. 
Then, the surgeon would live in perpetual fear that some patient would die, sometime. 20 pound ovarian tumor today

Mrs. Crawford survived. The silver wire sutures were removed 25 days postop.
She rode home on horseback with her husband and lived for another  32 years. 

McDowell was the only American or European surgeon who 
performed laparotomies, or ovarian tumor excisions, until the 1880’s.



Both the  European and American  surgeons called the operation 
“barbaric,” “uncivilized,” “witless”  and “immoral.” 
“Only God chooses who lives and dies.”

When asked about his remarkable operation, 
at one of his many award ceremonies, he would say: 

“Except for the large size of the tumor, 
it was about the same operation that we do to spay a cat,
and I knew that didn’t kill the cat.”

U.S. Capitol

McDowell paid no attention. 

He was only the second American doctor, 
after Benjamin Rush, to become a  national hero.



McDowell’s laparotomy set the stage for all of the other abdominal operations in the 
early 1880’s:

Appendectomy-Robert Tait

C-Section- Marion Sims

Laparotomy- Theodor Billroth

In 1830,  Ephraim McDowell died from appendicitis.
He knew he had an inflamed appendix that required urgent removal.  

No surgeon dared to operate on him, because any abdominal 
operation, in 1830, was considered a “death sentence.” 

The diagnosis of “appendicitis” was not made by any other surgeon  until 1880.



Up next

Up next: First Surgical Hospital- John Peter Mettauer

Questions and comments:

Five minutes of questions and comments 
followed by a five minute Zoom  break



John Peter Mettauer First American-trained reconstructive surgeon.

Hampden-Sydney College, B.S., 
Univ. Penn Med. School, M.D.

Philip Syng Physick encouraged Mettauer to establish a private surgical hospital. 

Father, Francis Joseph Mettauer, was a French surgeon under General Rochambeau.
John Peter and his brother were surgeons in the War of 1812-1814 and  surgeons in the Medical Institute.

Why locate the Medical Institute in Farmville?
Population center  of the country.
Best transportation  in the colonies—National Road, James River, Chesapeake Bay.
Norfolk, the largest port, sail to any East Coast port.



The Prince Edward Medical Institute 
Farmville, Va., 60 mile west of Richmond (population 5,700 in 1800)

America's first private surgical hospital  (1833) 
Ice pond, ice house with hay covering the ice.
Metallurgist attached to the  hospital.

Trained their own nurses. Made their own dressings.
Patients had a bath every day. Fresh sheets, gowns and towels every day. *

*(Had to soak overnight, then boil in soapy water, rinse, dry out, starch and iron)

Nearly every house in Farmville was used to recover and rehabilitate Institute patients.
Mettauer managed  45 to 60 patients in the hospital and Farmville and made rounds every day.

Wealthy patients paid for the poor patients.



Surface operations were  done outside in the sun, cool spring water, a chair for the patient:
cleft lip and palate, skin cancers, cataracts

Operations done by lantern inside:
burns, fractures, hernias, hemorrhoids

Operations requiring an endoscope in the OR:
bladder stones, urethral strictures

Operations done by  feel in the OR: 
closure of fistulas between bladder and vagina

Mettauer to his medical students: “Make do with what you have.”



John Peter Mettauer
America’s first specialist in reconstructive surgery

Major contributions:
Closure vesico-vaginal fistula
Made Prince Edward County prosperous
The Prince  Edward Medical Institute became the  Medical College of Virginia

Lived to be 88 years old. 

In his last week of life he performed:  
cataract extraction 
bladder stone removal 
urethral stricture 
mastectomy. 

Suggested reading: George Ben Johnson’s “A Sketch of Dr. John Peter Mettauer of Virginia” Google Play (free)



Thomas Mütter- 1811-1859
Hampton Sydney, trained at Univ. of Pennsylvania, 
Chief of Surgery, Jefferson Medical Hospital, age 31, (1841)
Practiced 1838-1856

Mütter was known for his special considerations of the patient.

Spent several days preparing the patient for an operation:
cold ice, 
hot  knife cuts, 
extreme anxiety   
fear of the unknown.

Mütter spoke in a soft voice in the operating room,
told the patient what he had just done, 
what he planned to do next.
let them decide to continue, or not.



Thomas Mütter and Joseph Pancoast created the specialty of plastic surgery

flaps and grafts in all parts of the body
congenital vascular malformations 
cancers of the skin, breast, body

Joseph Pancoast E.R. Squibb

Adults and children:
first use of ether in Philadelphia

combined cleft lip and  palate

congenital hand  and face surgery

”The nation’s anatomist”

“The gift of ether”

“Peep hole” surgery



Mother heating milk  on a wood stove  
5th floor  of a  tenement house, holding her new baby.

Sparks from the wood stove catch her petticoat on fire.

The  petticoat funnels the flames  into the neck and face.

Neighbors  on the 5th floor  afraid to touch her  dress or take the baby.

She holds the baby away from the flames,  runs down the stairs. 

People on the street scatter. 

A brave man puts out the fire with a bucket of water  from a wood horse 
trough.

Mütter popularized having a bucket of water near  wood stoves, as a “fire 
precaution.”

Mütter was known for the “Petticoat burn”



Put your chin on your chest and try to look up. You can’t.
Feel the pain in your neck muscles. It gets worse.

Burn scar pulled the  chin and lower lip doen to the chest. 

The mouth and eyelids were always open. 

The deformity was called: 
“The women who can never look up.”

Dr. Mütter’s Marvels by Cristin Aptowitz

The neck skin was replaced by a shoulder flap (Mütter flap).
A defect of this size would require two shoulder flaps.

This is what we would call an “optimistic” result. 



Mütter and Pancoast did the first immediate  reconstructions of large cancers.

Forehead flap nose reconstruction. Mütter flap to the cheek, orbit, forehead. Mütter flap for  bone  tumor

Mütter died from TB in 1859.  
His  flap was only used until the 1880’s. 
General surgeons didn’t treat burns.



The Mütter flap was re-discovered in  the author’s myocutaneous flap research project in 1969.

Eduardo Zeis Index
The first compilation in plastic surgery
from 900 B.C to 1865 A.D. 

24 years following melanoma excision and radical neck dissection.

At Wilford Hall USAF Hospital, the shoulder flap was used  for burn scars  
in Viet Nam War veterans, and for reconstructions of cancers of the scalp, 
forehead, cheek, neck and mouth. The flap  is still used.



questions and comments:

Mütter Museum 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia

Dr. Mütter’s Marvels
by Cristin Aptowitz

Coming up next:    Civil War Army Surgeons



Southern Confederacy had over 200 hospitals

Chimborazo was the largest  and most sophisticated hospital in the South.
Five railroads, nearby the major battles. 30-40 surgeons. 

100 buildings plus tents on Chimborazo Hill in Richmond.
Built from old tobacco crates.

4,000 inpatients
75,000 patients during the war

James B. McCaw, 
Surgeon-in Chief

Chimborazo Hospital

Hunter Holmes McGuire



Frank  Hamilton Chief  Surgeon Army of the Potomac
Chief Surgeon Bellevue Hospital

Joseph Pancoast Union Army Surgeon 
Jefferson Hospital

Union Army Surgical Department  had 200 hospitals

Jonathan Mason Warren Union Army Surgeon  
Massachusetts Genera Hospital

Union Army:  Standards of care for Union surgeons 

all fractures- plaster of paris

concussions, skull fractures- drain blood, wire skull  bone

chest,  abdomen- drainage 

face and hand injuries- wire fractures, flap and graft reconstructions 

open leg wounds, burns- debride, cross-leg flap or skin graft



St. Louis- “The most important city in the Civil War, ended the war”
Western District U.S. Army 
(West of Alleghanies) 9,000 hospital beds

15 military hospitals
Jefferson Barracks
St. Louis Arsenal
City Hospital
Charity Hospital
every Medical School (20)
60 steamboat hospitals

Union hospitals 
outside of St. Louis
Washington, Mo.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Sedalia, Mo.

Rolla, Mo. 
Springfield, Mo.,
Cassville, Mo.
Ironton, Mo.

Most fought over state in the Union
1,000 skirmishes each year
Southern Guerillas
Northern Bushwhackers and Jayhawks

Battle of Pilot’s Knob, 1864
Battle of Westport, 1865

First Battle of Wilson’s Creek, 1861
Second Battle of Wilson’s Creek,1861

Battle of Camp Jackson, 1861
Battle of Island #10, Madrid,1862



The steamboats, Ironclads, coal and  trains in St. Louis



Ohio River Valley
Mississippi River Tributaries

Mississippi tributaries
Missouri  to Montana
Ohio to Pittsburgh
Arkansas to Colorado 
Red to New Mexico 

Western District U. S. Army



Practice
Treated both Confederate and Union soldiers who were sent home. 
G. W.: “The war was over for them. They were just country boys.”

Confederates
The borders  of Franklin County were closed to Confederates during the Civil War. 
If a Confederate soldier didn’t have an appointment with G.W., he didn’t get into the county. 

St. Louis City Hospital 1844

George Washington (G.W.) McCraw, (b. 1820 d.1909)

St. Louis University Medical School- 1845 
St. Louis City Hospital Surgery- 1847

St. Louis University 1836

New Jefferson Barracks Hospital 1862
Western District U.S. Army

Union Army Surgeon
Attached to  Jefferson Barracks Union Hospital  in St. Louis
Frank Hamilton Commanding Officer
Assigned to Washington, Missouri.
One of seven home-hospitals in Missouri



G.W.’s territory:

“Untreatable battlefield injuries”
face and hand injuries
bladder, colon
open wounds, burns

G.W. McCraw’s home-hospital
Union Surgeons: 547 surgeons, 5,500 assistant surgeons

Mrs. Mary Ann McCraw house manager, assisted by cook and maid.

Surgery- assistant surgeon, hospital steward, orderlies, appointed by G.W. 
operating room, special instruments, 
6 hospital beds plus surrounding outside tents, 2 ambulances,

Missouri River basin

“Sent home to die” 
facial deformities 
skull fractures and concussions
chest,  abdomen penetrating injuries
open leg  fractures

G.W.’s patients:

Field Surgeon sent home, or soldiers wanted home treatment

1855 to Rolla and Springfield 
1860 to Washington, Sedalia, Jeff. City
1865 to Kansas City



G.W. was known to soldiers  as “the surgeon who saves your leg.” 

G.W. followed Union Army Medical Regulations:
plaster of paris and cross-leg flaps
closing lacerations with wire sutures
closure of bladder and colon injuries 

cocaine-numb mouth and  nose Shotgun wound hand-to-hand combat.
Fixable with local flaps

wiring face and hand fractures
skin grafts and flaps

facial deformities

overdose in excitement phase

candles and lanterns



G.W.’s  book and instruments



Why this story about G.W.?
G.W.  is a rare historical example of a Civil War  army surgeon, operating in a home-hospital.
Ignored by Historians- (no records, no understanding of surgical procedures)

G.W. was one of the first general surgery and plastic surgery specialists in Missouri.  

G.W. introduced into local practice the U.S. Army standards for safe surgical procedures :
anti-sepsis, team, special instruments, general anesthesia.
ambulances,

The family passed down a detailed oral history, instruments, books and anecdotes.
George Washington McCraw was John McCraw’s great-great grandfather, 

G.W.



About G.W. 1820 to 1909 

Practiced surgery from 1847 to 1890. 
Never had electric lights, oil heating or indoor plumbing.
Retired on his son’s farm in southern Missouri.  
First rode in a car in 1909,  his son’s  Model T.

In his final years, G.W. was blind from cataracts and mostly deaf. 

His grandchildren and great-grandchildren sang songs about  

their “blind-deaf grandpa with the foot long  beard.” 

G.W. sang  along and conducted the singers. 

He was just a country doctor with a good sense of humor.



Comments and questions

Coming up next: Civil War battle surgery



Physicians given rank according to experience.

Train mates and ambulance drivers.

Provide clean water.

100-150 amputations on battle days  and for  several days after the battle. 

Mates probed for bullets, general anesthetics, tourniquets.

Chose which soldiers were “Sent home to die” or were “Untreatable.”

Lead medical team to the next battle. Inspect medical tent, ambulances, supplies.

Responsible for “walking wounded” who followed the medical wagon train. (two legs-one arm)

Field Surgeon’s Medical Duties



Soldiers and and sailors constantly moving from battle to battle.
out of contact with the rest of the world. 

Cannon ready to travel Infantry waiting for orders Sailors between battles

Soldiers presumed they would die,
had no fear of dying, 
which battle didn’t matter. 



Minie balls or musket balls: foot soldiers

Cannon: 
rampart balls 
air bursts, cannisters and  shrapnel
bar-shots (2 balls held together with a bar).

one musket ball chest or abdomen or face
one buckshot to face 
bayonets to chest, abdomen, thigh 
swords and knives to arms, hands,  face, scalp 

Immediately fatal  injuries: 
penetrating injuries, bleeding
smoke, and dehydration

Immediately fatal injuries: 
direct hits chest and face, burns, bleeding 

Long-range injuries: Hand-to-hand combat injuries: 



The medical tent
60 to 70 in major battles

175,000 major extremity injuries

135,000 ether or chloroform anesthetics

waiting for medical tent

ambulances in the battle field



After the battle the armies left

Body count and burials done by the prevailing army.



Battle casualties the final two years of the war overwhelmed the field surgeons.

Total- 242,786 casualties (1863-1865)

“You haven’t been in battle, until you have walked a mile over dead bodies.”



Mass injuries in hand-to-hand fighting Mass burials between ramparts
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